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SUMMARY OF FACULTY SENATE MEETING

02/23/04

CALL TO ORDER

The meeting was called to order by Chair Heston at 3:15 P.M.
Chair Heston thanked the Department of Residence for hosting
today's meeting in the piazza Meeting Room at Redeker Center.
APPROVAL OF THE MINUTES

Motion by Senator Chancey to approve the minutes of the February
9, 2004 meeting; second by Senator Christensen.
Senator O'Kane offered a correction, noting that in the
discussion of Capstone, the Biology Department had voted
unanimously to get Capstone out of the College of Natural
Sciences.
Senator Swan stated that this would be an addition, not a
correction, because Senator O'Kane did say that the Biology
Department had voted 23-2 to get rid of Capstone.
The motion passed as amended.
CALL FOR PRESS IDENTIFICATION

No press was present.
COMMENTS FROM PROVOST PODOLEFSKY

The Provost noted that KWWL had reported on a new budget cut;
there is no "new" budget cut.
The Board of Regents had reviewed
the revised budget based on the cut last October.
Terry Hudson, the Waterloo-Cedar Falls Courier reporter that
covers UNI, has been writing a series of good articles about the
budget effects on UNI, the Provost stated, but the headlines have
been misleading.
There was also a headline about enrollment caps
but we have had no enrollment cap at UNI and no students eligible
to attend UNI have been turned away.
The Provost read a draft resolution passed by the Board of
Regents to be forwarded on to the legislature to be read in
public.
The Provost noted that there is concern about "mini-mesters"
courses that will be offered by Hawkeye Community College and he
will be meeting with them to begin conversations about this.
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The curriculum package has gone to the Board of Regents and will
be sent on to the ICEC (Interinstitutional Commission on
Educational Coordination).
The Board also passed a new strategic plan at the last meeting,
which is located on the Board of Regents' website.
Of interest
is the inclusion of clinical faculty.
He added that UNI's target
has been 75% tenure/tenure-track faculty and we are just about
there.
The Provost also commented that the Board has made
recommendations to change the statutory timing of when tuition
has to be approved from November to December/January/February
when there is more current data from the state revenue estimating
committee.
COMMENTS FROM FACULTY CHAIR, CAROL COOPER

Dr. Cooper noted that the Provost's evaluation has gone out and
she encouraged the faculty to complete it prior to Spring break.
She stated that Greg Nichols, Executive Director of the Board of
Regents, will be visiting UNIon Friday, April 9, at noon in the
Union Expansion.
Sandra Williamson, UNI's Associate Athletic Director since 1978,
the highest-ranking women in the Athletic Department, is retiring
on March 31 and will be talking with the faculty on Tuesday,
March 23.
COMMENTS FROM CHAIR, MELISSA HESTON

Chair Heston had no comments.
NEW BUSINESS

Chair Heston stated that Senator Varzavand had requested that the
Senate have a consultative session on a number of different
curriculum issues and discrepancies that he has found in the
"Blue Book" (Curriculum Review Process Information Handbook)
Senator Varzavand noted that there are discrepancies in the
number of credit hours for a B.A. and B.S. and university
electives from major to major.
He questioned if it is mandatory
or voluntarily.
He referred to the "Blue Book", noting that this
is what everyone on campus uses but it is outdated with the last
revision being in 1996 and it needs to be updated.
He noted a
number of ambiguities noted in the book.
The number of credit
hours for a B.A. and B.S. degree were decided several years ago.
And there is a lot of ambiguity regarding the major core of 124
126 semester hours and the number of electives.
Are those
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numbers mandatory? He has found majors where three semester
hours of electives are required and others where seventeen
semester hours are required.
And it is also extremely difficult
for transfer students; whatever hours they have that do not fit
into their major or LAC are counted as electives.
This body
needs to decide this one way of the other.
A lengthy discussion followed with examples of discrepancies
being brought forth and many suggestions as to how to address
this issue.
Chair Heston asked the Senate to think about this issue.
If
there is a specific motion or recommendation that needs to come
forward to either the Faculty Senate or the University Curriculum
Committee, she urged the senators to follow up on that making
them known to either herself or Associate Provost Koch.
ONGOING BUSINESS

College Senate Responses to LACC Proposals
Bev Kopper from the Liberal Arts Core Committee (LACC) stated
that the LACC has finished meeting with all of the university
college senates last week. As ·,: th:ere is still information and
feedback coming in, the LACC will hold off on reporting to the
Senate until the March 8 ~eeting.
Discussion followed.
Update on Faculty Responses to and questions about LACC Capstone
Proposal
Dr. Kopper passed out a compiled list of FAQs about the New
Capstone Model.
She reviewed the list with the Senate noting
that the LACC's goal is to maintain quality.
Discussion
followed.
CONSIDERATION OF DOCKETED ITEMS
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Proposal to change Academic Warning,
Suspension Policy

Probation and

Motion to accept by Senator Romanin; second by Senator Chancey.
Motion passed.

Bob Hartman, Director, Department of Residence, welcomed the
Faculty Senate to the piazza meeting room.
Mr. Hartman presented
a power-point presentation highlighting the various resources and
programs that the Department of Residence. offers, from the dining
opportunities, housing options, employment, to the many different
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programs that are available to students that reside In Department
of Residence facilities . Discussion followed.
ADJOURNMENT

DRAFT FOR SENATOR'S REVIEW
MINUTES OF THE UNIVERSITY FACULTY SENATE MEETING
02/23/04
1603
PRESENT:
Ronnie Bankston, Karen Couch Breitbach, Clif Chancey,
David Christensen, Carol Cooper, Cindy Herndon, Melissa Heston,
Susan Koch, Otto MacLin, Susan Moore, Chris Ogbondah, Steve
O'Kane, Aaron Podolefsky, Tom Romanin, Jesse Swan, Dhirendra
vajpeyi, Katherine vanWormer, Susan Wurtz, Shah Varzavand, Donna
Vinton, Mir Zaman

Laura Terlip was attending for Gayle Pohl.
CALL TO ORDER

The meeting was called to order by Chair Heston at 3:15 P.M.
Chair Heston thanked the Department of Residence for hosting
today's meeting in the piazza Meeting Room at Redeker Center.
She noted that the senators were invited to dinner after today's
meeting at piazza, compliments of the Department of Residence.
APPROVAL OF THE MINUTES

Motion by Senator Chancey to approve the minutes of the February
9, 2004 meeting; second by Senator Christensen.
Senator O'Kane offered the following correction, noting that in
the discussion of Capstone, the Biology Department had voted
unanimously to get Capstone out of the College of Natural
Sciences.
Senator Swan stated that this would be an addition, not a
correction, because Senator O'Kane did say that the Biology
Department had voted 23 - 2 to get rid of Capstone.
The motion to approve the minutes with a correcting addendum
passed.
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CALL FOR PRESS IDENTIFICATION

No press was present.
COMMENTS FROM PROVOST PODOLEFSKY

The Provost noted that he was surprised to see last Thursday
night KWWL's news reporting on a new budget cut, because there is
no "new" budget cut.
He talked with KWWL the next morning and
pointed out that the Board of Regents docket was reviewing the
original budget versus the revised budget, which was based on the
cut last October; this is not new news.
He reported to them that
UNI has the best education we've ever had but that did not end up
on TV.
Terry Hudson, the Waterloo-Cedar Falls Courier reporter that
covers UNI, has been writing a series of good articles about the
budget effects on UNI, the Provost stated.
However, he noted,
that the headline writer, which is not the same person as the
article writer, seems to keep missing the "boat" with misleading
headlines such as "Fresh Tuition Cuts" and "Radio Stations Cut by
$1.4 Million." He pointed out that there was also a headline
about enrollment caps but we have had no enrollment cap at UNI.
There are fewer students due to increased tuition and changes in
policies have helped students graduate quicker.
No students that
are eligible to attend UNI have been turned away.
The Provost read a draft resolution passed by the Board of
Regents to be forwarded on to the legislature to be read in
pUblic.
"Whereas, the five institutions governed by the Board of Regents,
State of Iowa, benefit Iowans statewide with educational
opportunities, research and scholarship, and service in all
ninety-nine counties, including activities that strengthen Iowa's
economy, and
Whereas, the positive impact these institutions have on the
quality of life in Iowa makes them worthy of public support,
Board of Regents reaffirms its request for adequate state
appropriations to ensure educational quality; and,

the

Whereas, critical to that quality is adequate state funding that
enables the Regent universities to attract and retain exceptional
faculty; and
Whereas, the state elected officials are considering proposals to
reinvest in education in Iowa, including the Regents
institutions;
Therefore, the Board of Regents requests elected officials to
reinvest in public higher education by increasing funding to
protect Iowa students and their families from the harmful effects
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of inadequate funding, to avoid further deterioration in quality
in these important institutions, and to benefit all Iowans by
supporting the Board's four priorities: high-quality education,
research and scholarship, service and economic growth activities,
and public accountability.H
The Provost noted that this resolution was read into the minutes
of the Board of Regents meeting.
He commented that he has heard concern from several sources on
the "mini-mestersH courses that are being offered at a local
institution.
He will be meeting with officials from Hawkeye
Community College to begin conversations about this.
The Provost also remarked that the curriculum package that was
approved has gone to the Board of Regents and will probably be
sent to the ICEC (Interinstitutional Commission on Educational
Coordination) next month.
The Board also passed a new strategic plan at the last meeting,
which is located on the Board of Regents' website.
He noted that
there are approximately 60 performance indicators included.
One
was interesting because it focused on the proportion of student
credit hours taught by tenure, tenure-track, and clinical
faculty, which is a new term due to the fact that one of the
institutions has clinical faculty.
He added that UNI's target
has been 75% tenure/tenure-track faculty and we are just about
there.
The Provost also commented that there is some legislation on
statutory timing of tuition and the Board has made
recommendations to change the statutory timing of when tuition
has to be approved.
Currently it is brought forward in October
with a 30-daywaiting period and approved by November at the
latest. The Board wants to move it until December/January/
February when there is more current data from the state revenue
estimating committee.
COMMENTS FROM FACULTY CHAIR, CAROL COOPER

Dr. Cooper noted that the Provost's evaluation has gone out and
she encouraged the faculty to complete it prior to Spring break.
She stated that Greg Nichols, Executive Director of the Board of
Regents, will be visiting UNIon Friday, April 9, at noon in the
Union Expansion.
She asked for input from the Senator's as far
as discussion items.
Sandra Williamson, UNI's Associate Athletic Director since 1978,
the highest-ranking women in the Athletic Department, is retiring
on March 31.
Dr. Cooper encouraged the senators to attend her
talk with the faculty on Tuesday, March 23.
She also commented
that there was a very nice recognition of UNI's athletic program
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in USA Today several days ago, with UNI being highlighted as one
institution that has kept athletics under control.
COMMENTS FROM CHAIR HESTON

Chair Heston had no comments.
NEW BUSINESS

Chair Heston stated that Senator Varzavand had requested that the
Senate have a consultative session on a number of different
curriculum issues and discrepancies that he has found in the
"Blue Book u (Curriculum Review Process Information Handbook) .
Senator Varzavand noted that there are discrepancies in number of
credit hours for a B.A. and B.S. and university electives from
major to major. He questioned if it is mandatory or voluntarily.
He referred to the "Blue Book", noting that this is what everyone
on campus uses but it is outdated with the last revision being in
1996 and it needs to be updated.
He noted a number of
ambiguities noted in the book. The number of credit hours for a
B.A. and B.S. degree were decided several years ago.
And there
is a lot of ambiguity regarding the major core of 124-126
semester hours and the number of electives.
Are those numbers
mandatory? He has found majors where three semester hours of
electives are required and others where seventeen semester hours
are required.
And it is also extremely difficult for transfer
students; whatever hours they have that do not fit into their
major or LAC are counted as electives.
This body needs to decide
this one way of the other.
Dr. Cooper noted that the number of electives came from former
Provost Martin; he would not let them by with less than 15.
Associate Provost Koch provided some background information.
She
noted that there is an assumption that all students, regardless
of their major, have the same elective requirement but this is
not the case. The regulations that the Senate approved many
years ago have quite a bit of variability on that. And the
original intent of that elective piece of the requirements is not
known for certain.
It may be that electives were what was left
for a student to complete to get to the required number of hours
for graduation once the major and Liberal Arts Core requirements
were complete.
Or there may have been a strong feeling among the
faculty that something beyond the LAC in terms of exploration was
in the best interest of our students. Currently, all students
who major in a teaching area and get a B.A. degree are required
to complete three minimum elective hours.
That is a fourth to a
third of our students who do not have that 15-17 elective credit
hour requirement.
The education students have a professional
core to complete which is an additional block of courses besides
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their major and the LAC. What we need to understand is that all
students do not have a sizable elective requirement.
Chair Heston stated that due to these many discrepancies there
seems to be a need for some cleaning up that the Senate may want
to think about undertaking.
She noted that it is getting
somewhat late in the academic year to look at such a major
undertaking on anyone's behalf.
She also noted that the "blue
book" was updated in Spring 2002.
Dr. Koch noted that this particular issue (updating the "Blue
Book") is on the University Curriculum Committee's (UCC) agenda
for March.
The definition of an elective, noted the Provost, is any credit
hour that is not required for your major or LAC.
The effect of
having a required number of electives is to maintain the length
of your major.
For example, a business major can't become 85
credits if they want students to graduate with 120 credits.
One
of the effects of having that requirement with AACSB (Association
to Advance Collegiate Schools of Business - International) is to
assure that business majors don't get too long.
Is there some
limit on the length of the undergraduate major so that a student
can have some room to explore, to take a minor, and become
educated or trained in their field? One of the reasons we end up
with required electives is that it is a mechanism, without
putting a cap on the length of majors, to fulfill that function.
Senator Romanin remarked that that is exactly why it is the way
it is, because former Provost Martin was very adamant that if we
were going to have the Liberal Arts Core, the goal was to keep
the majors from getting any longer.
Dr. Mohammed Fahmy, Department Head of Industrial Technology,
stated that there i~ no d6ubt that university electives are very
important but there is another factor he'd like to bring to the
Senate's attention.
In some majors such as Industrial Technology
there are other requirements, and departments try to pack them
into the major as much as they can.
In satisfying the
accreditation requirements, Industrial Technology doesn't want
its students staying beyond the required number of hours for
graduation but finds at times that it is forced to do this
because of the required 17 hours of university electives for this
major.
If the idea was to expose the student to more courses or
more departments beyond the major, the Industrial Tech students
have 28 hours of math, physics and chemistry, and 22 hours in
business.
So they are exposed to other disciplines outside the
department.
But on top of that, 17 hours of electives are tacked
to their program, and we have some majors finishing with 138
hours.
That is why the Industrial Technology Department would
like the Senate to look at this because they would like their
students exposed to more electives, especially transfer students.
When transfer students enter UNI, they have a number of courses
that do not fit within any of the required categories.
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Senator Varzavand noted that when looking at the University
Catalog and you see the program length is 126 hours of required
courses, this resembles more of a vocational education.
Dr. Koch remarked that one of the immediate dilemmas for the UCC
is the restatement of one of the Industrial Technology majors, a
major that is 84 hours in length, which is calling for a
reduction in the required electives from 15 to 5.
The dilemma
is, should the UCC approve that knowing that elementary education
majors, for example, are only held to 3 hours of required
electives. Or should the UCC deny restatement on the basis of
their concern about the length of that major?
Dr. Cooper commented one of the reasons Chair Heston was cautious
about how much discussion the Senate should go into on this is we
need to have data in hand before we go any further.
Chair Heston noted that these are very large and complex issues.
Is this something the Senate wants to think about for a while and
see if we want to address this, or let the UCC look at it and
then bring it to the Senate? Or do we want to direct the UCC to
address this or another group to do something?
Senator Chancey stated that the UCC is the university committee
that is designated to deal with these issues; it makes sense to
have the UCC address these issues as part of their discussions.
In response to Senator MacLin's question as to what his intent
was in bringing this forward and what response he was looking
for, Senator Varzavand stated that he was looking for clear,
concise answers and a better guide to work with.
As it is now,
the Blue Book is very ambiguous and very difficult for the
faculty to work with.
Associate Provost noted that majors at UNI range from 34 - 84
credit hours in length, with approximately a fourth exceeding 60
hours.
She also noted that in the late '80's the Senate defined
a bachelor's degree as one that could be completed in eight
semesters or eight semesters and one summer.
Over the years
there has never been an effort to stand firm on that and thus the
extended major category was developed. Only in the last few
years has there been concern about the length of time to
graduation and if we have the resources to keep students longer.
The recent increases in tuition have had something to do with
that as well.
Chair Heston stated that her suggestion is for the Senate to come
up with some guidelines, facts that we'd like to know, and then
perhaps create an ad hoc committee to look at these issues, with
the idea that this committee would function next year.
Senator Varzavand added that this needs to be resolved before the
next curriculum cycle.
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Senator Swan stated that he feels the appropriate standing
committee to deal with this issue would be the DCC.
And if the
Senate wishes to pursue this, then we need to come up with a
charge to define the issue for them to take into consideration.
He added that there seems to be much confusion on the issue
itself and this needs to be defined.
Senator MacLin asked if a reasonable first step would be to have
the handbook reevaluated.
The Provost responded that this is
already on the DCC's agenda in light of the policies that the
Senate has previously passed.
Dr. Cooper clarified the issue to be how do you determine what
are university electives and how will the elective requirement be
made standard across all majors.
Senator Varzavand reiterated his concerns to be #1: is there a
university-wide requirement for the number of electives, does
everyone comply and is there some flexibility, #2: is the 124/126
credit hours required for a B.A./B.S. degree set, can students go
beyond that, and #3: are the core requirements for a major set at
60 / 64, or can students go beyond that? What is the university
policy on these issues?
Senator MacLin suggested giving the DCC an opportunity to address
these issues and than the Senate can look at their
recommendations and have discussions if so warranted.
Vice Provost Koch responded that the DCC could yet this spring
bring forward some policy revisions for the Senate to approve
which would be included in the revisions of the manual this
summer. The manual needs to be approved no later than early
September because it will then be used and the curriculum cycle
will be starting over this fall.
Chair Heston asked the Senate to think about these issues.
If
there is a specific motion or recommendation that needs to come
forward to either the Faculty Senate or the DCC, she urged the
senators to follow up on that and make them known to either
herself or Associate Provost Koch.
ONGOING BUSINESS

College Senate Responses to LACC Proposals
Bev Kopper from the Liberal Arts Core Committee (LACC) stated
that the LACC has finished meeting with all of the university
college senates last week. As there is still information and
feedback coming in, the LACC will hold off on reporting to the
Senate until the March 8 meeting.
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Chair Heston asked about the timeline involved because the major
push to make these changes was to get them in the new catalog.
Dr. Kopper noted that we would be past the deadline for the fall
schedule. Associate Provost Koch responded that the meeting on
March 22 would be the last date that the Senate would be able to
approve any changes in time for the new catalog.
Discussion
followed.
Update on Faculty Responses to and Questions about LACC Capstone
Proposal
Dr. Kopper passed out a compiled list of FAQs about the New
Capstone Model.
She reviewed the list with the Senate noting
that the LACC's goal is to maintain quality.
In response the Senator Romanin's question, Dr. Kopper stated
that this information was just compiled and has not yet been made
available to others.
She noted that she had provided Chair
Heston with an electronic version to be posted for the entire
campus community.
Senator Romanin reiterated that this is the
LACC's information and is not the input from various departments
and segments of the university, and we can expect their input at
a later date.
Chair Heston noted that this will be posted immediately on the
Senate's website.
Senator O'Kane responded to item #11 "Isn't it true that no one
wants to teach Capstone, that faculty are forced to teach it or
are assigned to teach it as a punishment and that it is
essentially a dumping ground for instructors with no knowledge of
the field?", noting that the Dean of the College of Natural
Sciences had assigned the Biology Department to teach 11 sections
of Capstone, and the Department Head assigned those sections to
faculty that were light in their teaching loads.
Discussion followed.
CONSIDERATION OF CALENDAR ITEMS FOR DOCKETING
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Proposal to change Academic Warning, Probation and
Suspension Policy

Motion to accept by Senator Romanin; second by Senator Chancey.
Michael Broshears, Academic Advising, affirmed that this will
change each of the categories so they are consistent with current
classification levels for freshmen, sophomores, juniors and
seniors.
Motion passed.
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Chair Heston noted that due to the time factor, the Senate will
delay addressing #772 Request to Education Policy Committee to
clarify Policy for grade changes until the March 8 meeting.
Bob Hartman, Director, Department of Residence, welcomed the
Faculty Senate to the piazza meeting room and introduced Pat
Beck, Assistant Director, Department of Residence.
Mr. Hartman commented that several months ago discussions led to
the realization that things on campus have drastically changed in
the last several decades and it was decided to invite the faculty
to experience the piazza Dining Center and introduce them to the
wide variety of experiences the Department of Residence has
available to students.
The Department of Residence is one of
several departments that make up the Division of Education and
Student Services under the direction of Dr. Renee Romano.
Mr. Hartman stated that the Towers Center is undergoing a
complete renovated and will re-open in Fall 2004.
That will also
be a very new concept as a dining facility and will offer a
number of opportunities for meetings, classrooms, and seminars.
He extended an open invitation to the senators to contact him or
his department if they have questions, concerns or ideas.
Mr. Hartman presented a power-point presentation highlighting the
various resources and programs that the Department of Residence
offers, from the dining opportunities, housing options,
employment, to the many different programs that are available to
students that reside in Department of Residence facilities.
He noted that the UNI campus as well as the Department of
Residence has changed in so many ways as to what they have
available students. What has not changed is their commitment to
help students learn, grow and be successful no matter how long
they are with the Department of Residence, and to find ways the
Department of Residence can support the faculty in the importance
of academics.
But more dialogue will be required to succeed. He
also urged the senators to check on the Department of Residence's
web site for additional information including their mission
statement.
Mr. Hartman thanked the Faculty Senate for their attentiveness
and noted that he is sincere in his hope that the faculty will
contact him with questions or concerns.
A brief discussion
followed.
ADJOURNMENT

Motion to adjourn by Senator Chancey; second by Senator O'Kane.
The meeting was adjourned at 5:08 P.M.
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Respectfully submitted,
Dena Snowden
Faculty Senate Secretary

FAQs about the New Capstone Model (2123/04)
1. If the Liberal Arts Core (LAC) Committee is interested in reducing the
number of hours in the Core why not cut Capstone?
The LAC Committee is interested in reducing the number of hours in the Core
to provide students with more flexibility and smooth the pathway to graduation
if this can be accomplished while maintaining the quality of the Core. The
LAC Committee has had extensive discussions about reducing the number of
hours in the Core and Capstone and has concluded that the new Capstone
model is a very important part of the Core and one that will enhance the
academic quality of the Core. Additionally, the Capstone course plays a
critical role in the University's Student Outcome Assessment plan and in the
LAC Student Outcome Assessment Plan.
As a University we state that our undergraduate programs are founded on a
strong liberal arts curriculum and that the American Association of College
and Universities (AAC&U) "Statement on Liberal Learning" reflects the
purposes of our Core. Many of the qualities discussed in this statement are
reflected in the original design of the Capstone course and in the new
Capstone model.
The AAC&U statement notes that a "liberal education requires that
we ... explore connections among formal learning, citizenship, and service to
our communities", thus the connection to service-based learning in the new
Capstone model. The statement also declares that, "Liberal learning is not
confined to particular fields of study", thus the multidisciplinary nature of the
new Capstone model.
2. Why did the LAC Committee decide to develop a new Capstone model?
As a result of the Category 3 (Natural Science & Technology) Review (Final
Report, May, 2002) the examination of Capstone resulted in mixed views
regarding the efficacy, content, and the model currently being used. One of
the Review Team's recommendations was that a proposal for a
revised/updated model for Capstone should be developed.
The new Capstone model was one of three models considered by the College
of Natural Sciences (CNS) Senate. After polling departments within CNS, the
CNS Senate passed the following motion on January 31, 2003, "The CNS
Senate agrees that Capstone should be a campus wide offering and support
[sic] the proposed Category 7 [new Capstone model] in its broad intent" .
3. What are the goals of the new Capstone model?
An over-arching goal of the Liberal Arts Core is for students to recognize the

F AQs - New Capstone Model
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connectedness of things, to develop the disposition to perceive reality as a
whole, seeing beyond partial disciplinary perspectives. Likewise, the Liberal
Arts Core strives to help students achieve an integrative understanding of the
connections and interactions between different parts of the human and
natural world, the values we seek, the actions we take and the consequences
that ensue 1.
The new Capstone model proposes that an integrative Liberal Arts Core
experience as offered through a Capstone course can help reach these goals
and aid in preparing UNI students for the complex world of ideas that should
engage them during their lives as educated citizens.
4. How will the quality of the new Capstone courses be ensured?
The quality of the new Capstone courses, like all Liberal Arts Core (LAC) and
major courses, begins with the integrity of the individual faculty member
teaching the course and his/her commitment to excellence. The Department
Head, Dean and ultimately the Provost have the responsibility to ensure that
all courses taught at UNI are quality offerings.
Like every other category within the LAC, the new Capstone category will be
reviewed on a regular basis, which includes student outcomes assessment
and faculty and student perceptions of the course.
5. How will the new Capstone courses be managed?
Multiple sections of Capstone can be managed in a manner similar to
Humanities. The Capstone Coordinator, like the Humanities Chair can call
regular meetings of the Capstone faculty to address important issues and
convene the Department Heads and Deans with faculty teaching Capstone,
the Associate Registrar, and Liberal Arts Core Coordinator prior to each
semester to determine the number of sections needed. This process
guarantees that students' needs will be met.
6. Doesn't Capstone have to be housed in a specific Department or
College?
No. There are other categories within the Core, e.g., Humanities, Non
Western Cultures, that are not housed in a specific Department or College
because their courses are offered by more than one Department and College.
1UNI Statement on the Goals of the Liberal Arts Core -Working Document:

http://fp.uni.edu/lacl)
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7. Who will approve the new courses; will Bev Kopper or the Administration
approve them?
The LAC Committee will approve new courses. Bev Kopper or the
Administration will not approve new courses. Bev Kopper is the Coordinator
of the LAC and the Chair of the LAC Committee, but she is not a voting
member of the Committee. There is an established LAC procedure by which
all new LAC courses are reviewed and voted on by the LAC Committee.
Voting members include a representative from each College, the University
Faculty Senate, library, and a student representative.

8: Is the addition of service-based learning an excuse to let internships
satisfy the Capstone requirement?
No. Service-based learning courses are not internships. Service learning is
defined as a course-based, credit-bearing educational experience in which
students (a) partiCipate in an organized service activity that meets identified
community needs, AND (b) reflect on the service activity in such a way as to
gain further understanding of course content, a broader appreciation of the
discipline, and an enhanced sense of civic responsibility.
The following are examples of service-based learning courses offered at other
Universities:
Environment AdVOcacy: Critical Thinking .. . Critical Action: Portland State
University
Courses in which there is a connection between the academic content of
the University course and a community project. A University instructor
and a class of students respond to a community need. The response
takes the form of a course assignment whereby students work in
community activities that provide service as well as promote relevance of
course content. The community partner gains student assistance and the
University partners (faculty and students) gain enhanced teaching and
learning. Capstone teams are composed of students from multiple
disciplines.
The Environmental Advocacy Capstone will develop individual
understanding of citizen engagement in environmental issues. The course
seeks to bridge the divide between theory and practice by engaging in
critical analysis of literature in conservation, environmentalism,
governance, policy definition, and administrative process. Students are
required to work with a local environmental organization to fulfill
requirements of the course. Student projects vary with interest and based
on individual need but have included, developing papers for publication,
grant writing proposals, developing advocacy plans and position
statements, and on-the-ground surveys. Students will be given the
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opportunity for practice and reflection of the meaning of citizen
participation in community based natural resource management decisions.
MASSPIRG- Community Service Learning (CSL); University of
Massachusetts
CSL: empowers students and communities through "real world"
interactions; bridges thought and action, enabling students to
conceptualize strategies and act on their convictions; offers new insights
and challenging contexts for academic learning and opportunities for
research; opens up new and important career opportunities; provides
enriched academic and small group collaborative service experiences.
MassPIRG is the largest environmental and consumer group in
Massachusetts. This student founded and run group was started in 1972
here at the University. Currently, the University chapter is involved in
legislative work, consumer advocacy, voter registration and education.
Over the past twenty years, MassPIRG has issued research reports on
dozens of topics of interest (ranging from bank fees to the depletion of the
ozone layer), assisted in the passing of dozens of environmental and
consumer protection laws, won regulatory and judicial decisions against
polluters, and registered thousands of student voters to partake in the
political process. MassPIRG provides students with opportunities to attack
social/global issues, such as homelessness, the endangerment of species
and wasteful energy use, as well as to assume organizational
responsibilities and to learn about social/global issues from experienced
professionals. There are nearly 100 active members of the UMass chapter
of MassPIRG who work on several projects each year including
MassPIRG's major Hunger Clean-Up project and several Earth Week
activities. In addition, members work with the Northampton and Amherst
Survival Centers and the Amherst Family Center.
The Sociological Perspective; Princeton University
Community-based learning enriches coursework by encouraging students
to apply the knowledge and analytic tools gained in the classroom to the
pressing issues that affect local communities. Working with faculty
members and community leaders, students develop research projects,
collect and analyze data, and share their results and conclusions with the
organizations and agencies that need the information, as well as with their
professors. Not only does the community benefit, but students'
understanding of the subject is also greatly enhanced.
Why do law-abiding people turn into mobs under certain circumstances?
Why are immigrants preferred over native born citizens in some kinds of
employment? Women still earn lower wages than men; why? Is prejudice
the same as racial discrimination? These questions are significant in any
attempt to explain social behavior. They also have implications for the
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design and implementation of public policy. The purpose of this course is
to acquire a systematic understanding of the sociological approach. This
course will incorporate and explore other disciplines such as economics
and political science to help gain a comprehensive understanding of the
social landscape.
9. Won't it be a waste of faculty time and isn't it inappropriate to have the
Committee approve the reading list for every section of the course?
The LAC Committee will not approve the reading list for every section of the
course.
10. If Capstone resides in its own Category. shouldn't it be moved completely
out of CNS (Category 3)?
Yes. The new Capstone model proposes that Capstone be a University-wide
endeavor best organized as a distinct part of the LAC within a new Category.
11. Isn't it true that no one wants to teach Capstone. that faculty are forced to
teach it or are assigned to teach it as a punishment and that it is
essentially a dumping ground for instructors with no knowledge of the
field?
Most instructors of Capstone teach it because they select to teach it and have
the necessary background.
12. Will all new courses have to be developed or are there any current
courses that anyone has suggested might be offered as Capstone
courses?
New courses certainly can be developed or current courses may be offered if
they meet the specified Capstone course criteria. In fact 14 faculty members
have responded to the Carver Grant Summer Institute regarding Integrating
Disciplines in the Liberal Arts Core. It has been suggested that Bio-medical
Ethics (640/650: 173), Social Problems (980:060), Contemporary Political
Problems (940:020), and the Nature of Social Issues (900:085) are courses
that might be offered as Capstone courses.
13. Doesn't Capstone place too much of a financial burden on CNS.
especially the Biology Department related to the hiring of adjuncts?
The new Capstone model would reduce the financial burden on CNS and the
Biology Department because Capstone would be a UniverSity-wide endeavor
and no longer a part of Category 3 (Natural Science & Technology) .
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Capstone Offerings- CNS
Sections taught
by Adjuncts

Semester

Total
Sections Percentage
32
37
21
29

20
22
8
16

Fall 2002
Spring 2003
Fall 2003
Spring 2004

62.50
59.46
38.10
55.17

Capstone Offerings - Biology Department

S emester
Fall 2002
Spring 2003
Fall 2003
Spring 2004

TmF acu£y
It
5
7
12
7

(15.63%) 1
(18.92%) 10
(57 .14%) 3
(24.14%) 4

Ad'IJuncts

Total
Sections
taught by
Total
Biology Sections
Offered
Dep1.t

(3.13%) 6 (18.75%)
(27.03%) 17 (45.95%)
(14.29%) 15 (71.43%)
(13.79%) 11 (37 .93%)

32
37
21
29

14. Could a call for proposals go out to all faculty interested in teaching a
Capstone section similar to the format used for the Presidential Scholars
Seminars?
That could be a possibility. Every year there are many more Presidential
Scholars Seminar proposals submitted than can be approved as course
offerings (approximately 15-25% of the proposals are approved) . The 2-credit
format would fit nicely with the new Capstone model if the course meets the
specified Capstone course criteria. Faculty who have submitted Presidential
Scholars Seminar proposals could certainly submit their proposals for review.
It should be noted that the LAC new course review process is designed to
establish permanent courses within the LAC and is different from the annual
competitive nature of the Presidential Scholars Seminar review process.
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Whereas, the five institutions governed by the Board of Regents, State ofIowa, benefit
Iowans statewide with educational opportunities, research and scholarship, and service in
all 99 counties, includlng activities that strengthen Iowa's economy; and

Whereas, the positive impact these institutions have on the quality ofEfe in Iowa makes
them worthy of public support, the Board of Regents reaffinns its request for adequate
state appropriations to ensure educational quality; and

Wllereas, critical to that quality is adequate state funding that enables the Regent

universities to attract and retain exceptional faculty; and

Whereas, state elected officials are considering proposals to reinvest in education in
Iowa, including the Regent institutions;

Therefore, the Board of Regents requests elected officials to reinvest in public higher
education by increasing funding to protect Iowa students and their families from the
harmful effects of inadequate funding, to avoid further deterioration in the quality of

these important institutions, and to benefit all Iowans by supporting the Board's four
priorities: high-quality education, research and scholarship, service and economic growth
activities, and public accountability.

•

N.C.C. and Programming Rep: The N.C.C (NACU.R.H.
Communications Coordinator) and Programming Rep serve as liaisons
between on-campus leaders at UNI and both MACU.R.H. (Midwest
Affiliate of College and University Residence Halls) and NACU.R.H.
(National Association of College and University Residence Halls). They
primarily prepare and lead conference delegations and provide assistance to
leaders regarding on-campus programming.

')

J

Residence Educatio n

N ation al Residence Hall H onorary: Outstanding citizens of the
university's on-campus community are annually inducted into the UNI
chapter of this honorary. The organization also sponsors monthly
programming and leadership recognition, in collaboration with MACU.R.H.
and NACU.R.H.

Department of Residence
University of N orthern Iowa

PAIRs (Peer Advisors In ReSidence): These academically exemplary student
employees (supervised by Academic Advising Services staff and paid by the
Department of ReSidence) work several hours every week in each residence
hall. They provide academic skill development opportunities and other
services to hundreds of students, continually emphasizing the importance of
academics in students' lives.
•

Residence Education Plans: Each semester every Hall Coordinator is
required to develop, execute and evaluate a new hall-specific residence
education plan, based on assessment of student needs, awareness of available
resources and professional literature and experience in the field. While
some system-wide elements must be included in each plan, most objectives
are independently determined by individual Hall Coordinators.
Quarter/ife Questions: This program helps u,pperclass "house" residents
explore some of the "graduation and beyond" challenges facing them during
the first quarter of their lives. RAs collaborate with Career (Center) Peers
to address developmental issues.
Shared Spaces: At the beginning of each semester RAs work with every
new pair of roommates to establish ground rules for living together. This
process is called Shared Spaces.

•

Springboard Houses: These communities within five of the residence halls
provide an intensive all-freshman living experience that promotes the ideals
of the Residence Education Mission, including specific attention to academic
success and adjustment to campus life

For more information contact Drake Martin, Assistant Director of
Residence/Education • drake.martin@uni.edu

.~(\bern Iowa

)

Residence Education M ission
The Department of Residence focuses on the development of
students illl the two main arenas of their lives: as outstanding
citizens of the world and as scholars in the classroom. This is
reflected in the Residence Education IMission:

Create and sustain communities of outstanding citizens
and scholars who are resou rceful, respectful, responsible
and rejuvenating.

Residence Hall Learning Environments

Core Values

The University of Northern Iowa has many venues for learning.
Among these is the community of on-campus residence halls,
where students learning environments are guided by live-in, full
and part-time (masters degree and graduate student) Hall
Coordinators. The Residence Education Mission is the broad
framework that informs the work of these residence educators.

Outstanding citizenship and scholarship includes pursuit of these
core values:

)

III
Respectlul

Responsible
Resourcelul

Ultimate Goal
Residents living in the "houses" (smaller communities within each
residence hall) are encouraged to be intentional about their own
growth as citizens and scholars. The diagram below indicates three
levels of focus in the areas of citizenship and scholarship. Growth
at each level can provide the competence and confidernce to
develop at the level above it. The ultimate goal is for students to

Reiuvenali"ll

Univenity of
Northern Iowa

Respectful: Honor the dignity of every person,
regardless of physical, ideological or experiential
differences.
Responsible: Seek out and follow through on
meaningful commitments to self and others.
Resourceful: Find out about available resources and
use them wisely.
Rejuvenating: Share a kind of enthusiasm for life that
energizes others.

Resources and Programs
The following represent the expanding array of resources and
programs that support UNI Hall Coordinators in their pursuit of
the Residence Education Mission:

graduate with strong leadership experiences outside the classroom and
meaningful, relevant work experiences in their major fields of study.

Among the Stars: For sixteen years this annual end-of-the-year 'r esidence
life celebration has honored hundreds of students and groups for excellence
in the pursuit of the Residence Education Mission.
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Lead

Gain Experience

Form and express constructive
opinions and take on leadership
roles.

.
.

Apply academic knowledge in jobs and
other roles.

Co ntrib ute

Clarify Direction

Give time and talent to improve the
university community.

Define career interests and pursue
academic credentials.

Partici pate

Lay Foundation

Attend university-sponsored
activities.

Use academic resources and strategies to
earn A's and B's.

Citizens and Scholars Funds: Each semester Hall Coordinators arll supplied
with funds, which they use to help staff promote the ideals of outstanding
citizenship and scholarship.

:

CommUNIty: This website (www.uni,edu/dor/community) includes
extensive downloadable resources related to the Residence Education
Mission.

)

Hall Senate Funds: Each Hall Coordinator advises a Hall Senate, which has
access to hundreds of dollars every semester for programming and other
priorities that are established during fall and spring planning retreats and bi
weekly meetings.
House Agreements: A few weeks into each semester each RA facilitates a
process of residents coming to common understandings about issues related
to living in a community. The result a house agreement that serves as a
guide for living together.

House Funds: Each floor community ("house") has a fund that residents use
to o rganize activities that help build community
Let's Tolle These faculty panels come to residence halls to talk with
students about why and how to communicate well with instructors.

Non-Profit
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Simplify
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at a time.
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Use Dining
Dollars

at these

convenience s tores

New in '03-04

In the Commons
and at Redeker
Centerl
Dining Dollars are
a n effect i ve way to
assure you'll

have

money avail
able

when you are

hungryl

BiSCOTTi'S
pastries & m ore

Located in the lower level
of the Commons, 23rd
Street Market satisfies
customers with the Red
Hat Deli, homemade soup
and the popular Greens
Plus Salad Bar. Plus
gourmet coffee, candy,
fresh cookies, fresh
breads, pizza and more.
Look fo r the red doors!

Biscotti's has earned it's
reputation as THE best
place for fresh baked
goods and lunch-on-the
go items. Make it y
spot to stop!

rcOMMODITIES The food carts may
become your greatest ally
in managing a tight
schedule AND the need
Crunch Break for a quick, nutritious
meal or snack.
In the Wellness and
Recreation Center
Sandwiches, soups and
cookies are made fresh
daily. Each cart serves
chilled
beverages, too.
~AppleCart
Food carts are located in
In Schindler Education
three academic buildings
Center
for YOUR convenience.

Most of the food venues
comprising Prexy's at
Maucker Union w ill be
opening spring semester

2004:

Wasabi will introduce you r pal .
_
let to international favorites .
\i\ .r. r. ~ •
Wasabi is a hot sauce -- choose
•
it once and you 'll be back for
New in '03-04
more!
Pasta specialties wi ll be served
daily at Avanti. The changing
menu features will keep stu
dents talking about Avanti.
It's fresh, it's Blimpie Subs
and Salads

We are wh e re you are. Dining Dollars, cas h,
u-bill charge and checks are accepted at
on -c a mpu s food carts, convenience stores and
dining centers. W e make it easy for you!

New in '03-04

S

~
CX Campbell Xpress

Kaz+z~
featuring:

a

Brewed-by-the-cup favorites

~aPti

WO~~uest

Made-to·order stir fry
Daily specialty items

New in '03-04

B·ash e1s
CfiIJ;~ Ik

6IIIB>
. . . . . lWADO

~ ( H AT 5

,\1

mUDS modems

(

In Curris Business Building

(~

fm- >

When you crave grilled food,
F lf
get to Flare's. This new twist
~ ,.
" ..~)
on a perpetual favorite will fulfill
~~
your craving for all things grilled New in '03-04
and fried.

C 0 "I M 0

UNI's award winning
dining centers are located at
Commons, Redeker Center and
Campbell Hall .
Guests with meal
plans and cash
customers are
always welcome.
Remember that
the price includes all you care
to eat, your beverages and
desserts; no gratuity and no
sales tax. Save with a meal
plan !

.--...:...-

Meet your friends at
Chats in Maucker Union
for desserts, coffee, sand
w iches, snacks.
Opening August 2003

Smoothies Premium Yogurt
- ~4,/
will continue to draw a crowd ~;:q~
in Maucker Union. Get your
?d ..
smoothies at Chats when it
opens in August!
Attention coffee lovers:
Roasterie coffee will be featured at Chats -- You'll
like everything about this new line of select blends l

w Ufj'

Make-your-own waffles
Salad bar, fresh fruits ,
Homemade soups, breads
Grab & Go for lunch, dinner

si.zzle s

Grilled specialties

Sa~o'ies

Comfortin g traditional items
such as casseroles, rotisserie
meats and veggies

Serr9N9S

Pizza and Mexican favorites

s@d<~les

Fresh toppings and sauces on
fresh bread make it great

Sfait~

Desserts are created daily at
Fresh Beginnings Bakery

ROTH & Off-campus 2003-04 Dining Contract
Meal plans may be reserved and ch~~on line: www.uni.edu/dor

Sim~

NAME:

• Any 10/week
For the light eater, this plan includes any 10 meals per week. Select meals from break·
fast, lunch. dinner, and late night meal service. 575 Dining Dollars add additional flexi
bility to this plan. Expect to supplement this plan with food from other sources.
'150 Block Plan
For returning and transfer students only. This plan offers flexibi lity from week to week .
Eat nineteen meals one week and eight the next week. There are $300 Dining Dollars
per semester on this plan.

PHONE#

STUDENT 10 #

• 125 Block Plan
For senior and grad students only. This plan provides 125 meals per semester, three
guest meals and $125 in Dining Dollars. The meals can be used at any time in the
semester, eat ten one week and four the next.

SOCIAL SECURITY #

• Any 7/week
Select any seven meals from breakfast, lunch, dinner and late night meal service. $75
Dining Dollars add additional flexibility to this plan.

UNI ADDRESS:

Changes in meal plans may be made at any
time. Changes will adjust billing amounts
and Dining Dollars available. If you cancel a
meal plan or change to a meal plan without
Dining Dollars, you are billed for the Dining
Dollars used in addition to the weekly meal
rate prorated fo r the time you had a meal
plan . If you change your meal plan, Dini ng
Dollars change to the level provided on the
new plan, but adiusted for any amount Llsed
prior to the ch ange. If prio r to the meal plan
change , you used more Dining Dolla rs than
the new plan provides, you will be billed for
the amount of Dining Dollars used above the
level of the new plan .

Simplify your life
one meal at a time.

• Any 5/week
Select any five meals from breakfast, lunch, di nner and late night meal service. $90
Dining Dollars add additional flexibility to thi s plan.
• Any 5/week (Lunch or Breakfast)
Select an y five lunch or breakfast meals with this plan. There are no Dining Dollars
included.
• Any 50lsemester
Select any fifty meals/semester with th is plan. There are $25 dining dollars included.
• Dining Dollars Only
Get the convenience of Dining Dollarsl Add any amount, use them any time at any
iences store, restaurant, or food cart. Dining Dollars are
campus rlining cente r,
good
d ite s or
roll over from fall semester to spring semester. You may
add DI'lllng' Doliars at

1

Select a plan*:
_ _ 10 meals/we ek

Cost billed per semester:
$1094 includes $75 Dining Dollars

__ 7 meals/week

includes $75 Dining Dollars

5 meals/week

$739
$630

5 meals/week

$490

does not include Dining Dollars

$1260

includes $300 Dining Dollars

$925
$355

in cludes $125 Dining Dollars

includes $90 Dining Dollars

(lunch or breakfast only)

www.uni.edu/dor

150 meals/sem.

Go online:

for more meal plan options
to reserve a meal plan
to change a meal plan

125 meals/sem.
__ 50 meals/sem.

includes S25 Dining Dollars
' SEE ADDITIONAL MEAL PLAN OPTIONS AT www.uni.edu/dor
Additional Dining Dollars with a meal plan: $20 $50 $100 Other $_ _

-I __ Dining Dollars only Select any amount $_ _

rCBO RD _
DDAdj 

life with a meal plan

-

IRSYS _ _

Bal_ _ Billed_

_

The meal plan and Dining Dollars are "entered" on your 10 card _
Signature: _________________

